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Al-Khalili
The mind that's under the microscope today is that of an experimental wizard, a flamboyant thinker and a stickler for scientific procedure.  At the age of 39 he performed an experiment on sea urchin eggs that yielded a startling result.  What he discovered changed both his life and our understanding of every living thing.  In 1990 he joined Cancer Research UK and in 2001 he was awarded a Nobel Prize for Physiology and Medicine.  My guest today is the biochemist Tim Hunt.  Tim, welcome to The Life Scientific.

Hunt
Thanks Jim.

Al-Khalili
Now was it a little over the top of me to say that the one experiment on sea urchins that you carried out changed your life?

Hunt
No not really, it really did - I mean it was a very, very exciting result for various reasons that maybe we'll - hopefully will become clear and I was high as a kite actually for a year after because I knew I'd stumbled on something really, really important,precisely because nobody beforehand had ever suggested in their remotest wildest imaginings that for a cell to divide something had to go away, that that was how you turned something off.  And as a great guru in the field said the one thing if cells don't divide they always die.  So only cell division is what keeps not only the human race but every living thing - plant, animal, microbial - on the surface of the earth alive, it's the most fundamental thing in my view about biology.

Al-Khalili
And of course it did eventually lead to the Nobel Prize.

Hunt
And it did lead to a Nobel Prize and I think now - 10 years after - I can kind of see why.  At the time I felt that you didn't win the Nobel Prize simply for being lucky and I felt that's what... yeah, I mean I - there was a stage in my life where I used to walk through the Cavendish labs to get to work...

Al-Khalili
Dripping with Nobel Prize winners.

Hunt
Dripping with Nobel - you know you'd be aware that you were going through the place where the electron was discovered, the proton was discovered, the neutron was discovered, the atom was first split.

Al-Khalili
This was the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge where you were a student, just a decade after Crick and Watson discovered the structure of DNA.

Hunt
Francis Crick was - I think for my generation - our role model, I mean he was just fantastic because he was trained as a physicist so he thought very quantitatively but he also had a wonderful biological sense.  And on the rare occasions when I had a conversation with him, which I did, he never failed to say something illuminating about my own little problems.  And he also taught me another thing which was that he often came to seminars and he sat in the back and he always asked questions, and unlike some people in Cambridge who ask questions to show how clever they were, Crick always asked questions to reveal that he hadn't quite understood something and could the speaker please elaborate or make something plain.  So I got into the habit of trying to emulate his style of asking questions just to tease out what the essence of the thing was.  I mean I was so privileged to be in that environment.

Al-Khalili
And at the time as a student there were you aware that you were part of this new - beginning of a golden age of microbiology?

Hunt
Yeah I think so.  I mean one thing was the way we were taught which was pretty wonderful, so always - they wouldn't tell us facts they would sort of tell us experiments and what was known and what the interpretation of the experiments and we were encouraged as students to think well what would you do next, what's the next big question and that was very, very stimulating.  I mean again and again I got very impressed actually with the idea that sometimes one tiny little fact could completely change the way you thought about the world.  And that was pretty exciting actually, I mean you know - and so you just hoped that maybe one day you could find your own little fact which would open the doors of perception, so to speak.

Al-Khalili
And of course you did, your big breakthrough came when you were at Woods Hole Marine Biological Laboratory in Cape Cod in the US.  What were you doing in Woods Hole?

Hunt
I was teaching a summer course actually, a practical summer course.  We used to have two sections, the first one was a kind of formal course where you teach people how to do things and then that would be followed by research projects where you'd suggest things that the students might do.  And it was a sort of lovely beautiful place to be, I mean fairly primitive accommodation but surrounded by sort of twinkling sea and sun and scudding clouds and boats and fish.

Al-Khalili
But of course Woods Hole is famously beautiful and your colleague Andrew Murray says you had a lovely time while you were there, working hard yes and enjoying yourself.  All in all a very creative even liberating experience for you.  And you were in your element.

Murray
In those years that we taught together there was a lot of working till 2 in the morning but often between dinner and finishing experiments at 2 in the morning there was sitting in a bar and drinking beer, there was going out and swimming naked in the waters of Woods Hole to look at phosphorescent organisms that glow in the dark, there was all sorts of craziness and excitement and I think one of the things that is so wonderful about Tim is the extent to which he lives every aspect of life as fully as it can possibly be lived.

Hunt
Yes, well, it was work hard, play hard and it's true about the skinny dipping.  It was just thrilling to see these fluorescent organisms in the ocean.  The Americans thought this was terribly risqué but I was sort of used to it.  And everybody got very relaxed there so somehow - I sometimes think Americans scientists are a bit serious and hard pushed and they tend to unwind a bit and chill out and so you could have proper conversations with them.  Woods Hole is within range of Boston and in the summer an awful lot of meetings take place and so we got a superb lecture course, I mean everybody - the expert in everything biological came down there to talk about - and not only did they talk about it but afterwards you got to quiz them, I mean sometimes the sessions afterwards lasted two or three times as long as the lecture itself and you could really probe what they thought and that was wonderful, I learnt so much.  And besides everyone was working on sort of things that they weren't really working on, so they were actually quite keen to test their ideas out, so it was a very, very - intellectually a sort of lively place to be.

Al-Khalili
And you were working on sea urchin eggs, now why sea urchins, is it because they have this ability to reproduce without the need for sperm, sort of the sea urchins equivalent of a virgin birth?

Hunt
Yes and I was impressed because I'd read a book about this sort of virgin birth in sea urchin concept.  And I just sort of wondered to myself what's the difference between the proteins that a properly fertilised egg and a parthenogenetically egg.  And what does that mean?  It means that you don't need a sperm to turn the egg on, you can - various things like - little touch of soap powder or some extra calcium in the seawater will set the eggs going.  And I suppose there was that sort of religious angle at the back of my mind as well.  Now looking at the molecular biology of this virgin birth and it was the beginning of that research period that I found myself alone in the lab one night and actually fairly disconsolate because what I was really trying to work on - which was how protein synthesis was turned on when the sea urchin egg is fertilised - hadn't been going very well, I mean I'd been doing it for let's see '77, '79, '80, '81 and here we're halfway through '82 and I really was no further forward than I was when I started.

Al-Khalili
And of course I mean what you were doing and the reason why it was difficult was because you were doing something quite new weren't you....you're not looking down a microscope?

Hunt
Exactly, I had - and I had to sort of invent a lot of methods from scratch actually, it turned out that nobody had really been this way quite before and so - it was then that I lost my sense of smell actually because we found that we had to analyse our samples with a lot of - a compound called beta-Mercaptoethanol and boiling beta-Mercaptoethanol smells absolutely awful and the concentration was really high and I suddenly discovered I could no longer smell roses after this and I'm sure it was the Mercaptoethanol.

Al-Khalili
That's a permanent thing now?

Hunt
Well it's sort of come back a little but it's taken years.

Al-Khalili
Now it's the experiments - sort of science you do - handling the tiniest quantities of living things, I imagine that you must be incredibly careful and precise?

Hunt
No not really actually, I - I have a friend who just loves - every experiment he does could go straight into a paper because it's laid out in the logical order with all the controls there and nothing missing and everything absolutely perfect and that's the aim.  I rather prefer doing sort of what I call Saturday morning experiments or suck it and see type things where you just - because you wanted to know what's going on before you really did the proper experiment, so in that respect I think I'm a little - I'm a bit sloppy actually.

Al-Khalili
You were studying life down at the molecular scale, so looking within individual cells and looking at what makes a cell work basically, the proteins inside cells and this is something far too small to see under a microscope, so how do you go about learning what you did?

Hunt
So during my time - when I started as a graduate - so you couldn't actually analyse proteins in the way that one subsequently - then around about 1970 a guy invented a method whereby you added a detergent to the samples and that allowed you to separate proteins based on their size, so the big ones run slowly on this - well we call them polyacrylamide gels, that's - I mean they are gels, they're sort of floppy things and you make them between glass plates, it's a little bit hard to describe but it's very, very simple and very, very robust method.

Al-Khalili
Okay, so a new technique and you spent several summers at Woods Hole perfecting the art of making these images until one image in particular, one gel, took you rather by surprise.

Hunt
Yes.

Al-Khalili
Because one of the proteins you were studying seemed to appear and disappear in this really unexpected way.  That was July 22nd 1982.  And a few weeks later your colleague Andrew Murray came down to Woods Hole to celebrate.  Here's what he remembers:

Murray
Tim and I went out and had dinner and he said - I've done this experiment, it has - I've found this amazing thing by accident, could this be the key to how you control when cells divide?  And we talked about the experiment and I was like well, it certainly looks really exciting.  Tim did an experiment to test another idea and he saw something that was far more interesting than what he had been looking for and also he had done the experiment so beautifully and so carefully that it just screamed out at you like look at me.  Well everyone was sort of pootling along, getting a little more, a little more, a little more, a little more and you see this one thing that goes whoop, boom, whoop boom.

Al-Khalili
Whoop boom.

Hunt
I'll show you what it looks like, I mean you can see whether you can see what I saw.  So time runs from left to right.

Al-Khalili
Each one - so a whole string of these bands - they look like something that you'd see on TV detectives series.

Hunt
Yeah, yeah, you ...

Al-Khalili
Fingerprinting.

Hunt
.... a very, very similar kind of a thing.

Al-Khalili
Light and dark bands.

Hunt
Light and dark bands.  And the darkness is due to the radioactivity.

Al-Khalili
And so this band, which is very, very clear suddenly...

Hunt
It just fades away and then it comes back again and then it fades away again.

Al-Khalili
Oh right, yeah, yeah.

Hunt
So I saw that and I was absolutely astonished because nobody had ever seen a band go away like that before and because of the way the experiment is done there's really no other explanation but that protein disappears, it was destroyed, degraded, became nothing.  And what's more it only went away when the cells divided, just before actually, just about five to 10 minutes before the cells divided.  So there was a sort of immediate connection between cell division and the disappearance of this band.  Right from that moment I sort of knew and I wrote this letter home, which I think you've got a copy of...

Al-Khalili
What I do have - yes I have several things of yours here - I've got your notebook...

Hunt
Yes the notebook.

Al-Khalili
Which is - which is very fascinating, in fact on the particular page where you write down the results of this experiment, someone's come along, clearly into the lab, and left you a post-it note saying:  "Tim, we're at the Irish Embassy."  Obviously giving you details of where they're going to be later that evening, completely ignoring the fact that they've stuck this post-it on a Nobel Prize winning experiment.

Hunt
Yes, well that was Woods Hole for you.

Al-Khalili
And a letter that you wrote to your friend Richard Jackson and there's just a couple of bits here that I'd like to read out because they're really nice.  You say:  "I have very little idea of what all this means or what is going on but I have a strong sense of being on to something quite important."  I mean you had a sense that you were right and we're going to come on to how the rest of the scientific community - what they felt about your results - but you at that time.

Hunt
I knew somehow in my heart of hearts that I'd just made the most important discovery of my life.  And I can't quite explain why but it was sort of - I'd been thinking about these things and here was a result that just made such good sense.  It just was an incredibly important clue that that was how you turn something off.  For a cell to divide this protein has to go away and if it doesn't go away it gets stuck.  So the undoing requires that something be utterly destroyed.  I mean it's a pretty radical idea actually.  And not surprisingly because it was so radical people hadn't had it, it didn't - just didn't seem feasible or possible or likely and so even theoretical biologists hadn't even entertained the prospect because it was so implausible.

Al-Khalili
But you knew - you knew what you'd seen was important and what's more you thought it might be the key to understanding how cells divide in other creatures and that's quite a leap.  Certainly your colleague Hugh Pelham was impressed by the way you interpreted what you saw.

Pelham
You have to understand in those days it wasn't so obvious that all of life worked the same way.  Sea urchins are very different from frogs or indeed people or anything else and it wasn't clear that the process of cell division would be controlled in exactly the same way in a surf clam, a sea urchin or a frog and he was bold enough to guess that that was true and it turned out to be absolutely true.  

Hunt
I don't think anybody else really sort of realised what a profound meaning it had.

Al-Khalili
So by all accounts you were incredibly excited by this discovery?

Hunt
I was, I've never been so excited before or since really.

Al-Khalili
And not all scientists actually have that eureka moment of course in their research.  But it's also important to point out that not everyone was immediately as enthusiastic as you were?

Hunt
No this is true, I mean I was met with quite a sceptical reception.

Al-Khalili
Here's Hugh Pelham again:

Pelham
It was a very striking result and it must have meant something.  He was very excited about it but I could think of ways in which this could be relatively boring and I was wrong and he was right.  He had this faith that this was really going to be important.  And it's a sort of eureka moment but not in the sense of suddenly understanding everything but more the realisation that he's got a very big clue to a very important mystery and if he keeps on working at that great things will come.  So Tim looked positively at it and I think he was quite right and I was perhaps not so enthusiastic but I should have been.  You could imagine other reasons why this phenomenon that he observed, of proteins coming and going, could have just been a side issue of the cell division process.  He had a - I think a profound belief that it was much more central than that but the argument was slightly weak at the time to be fair.  I mean it's because he was right that we're talking about him now, if he'd been wrong he would have been forgotten.

Al-Khalili
Wow, that's very to the point.  But of course the point is you were right and far from being forgotten you were later awarded a Nobel Prize essentially for this very experiment.  Would you agree that at the time though the evidence was....

Hunt
Oh a huge amount more work had to be done to figure out what the hell was going on.  But it just was an incredibly important clue.  There is a protein that suddenly disappears, so you know I mean there was lots of stuff to be done - what was it and what did the turning off and so on and so forth.  Nobody else had sort of cottoned on to it, I mean that was the weird thing, anybody could have done this experiment in the preceding 10 years actually and nobody actually had.

Al-Khalili
And then having repeated the experiment again you then moved on to other creatures - to clams.

Hunt
Yeah the first thing we had a look at was clams because I'd actually collaborated with a graduate student friend of mine who worked for a woman called Joan Ruddiman and they'd had some very interesting observations about protein synthesis control in clams.  And it turned out that the proteins they were looking at were the disappearing proteins but they hadn't spotted that.  So it was very reassuring when the proteins - in fact not one protein but two proteins - went away in clams and that's how cyclins A and B got there.  By the way the name cyclin, which I coined, was really a joke, it's because I like cycling so much at the time but they did come and go in the cell...

Al-Khalili
That's cyclin without the g?

Hunt
Without the g - no g on the end.

Al-Khalili
But cyclin - it's because they cycle....

Hunt
It's because they cycle, I mean it just seemed a natural name and it was an excellent name and it stuck and everybody I think rather likes it because...

Al-Khalili
So there you were busy working on different creatures, at what point did you become convinced - at what point was the evidence strong enough to convince you that your idea back in 1982 was right?

Hunt
Well it was really when we found these things in frogs that was the important thing and actually the really killer experiment was done by Andrew Murray, who we've been hearing from, who really sort of nailed it actually in a very beautiful way.

Al-Khalili
And of course once you'd proved it in frogs you knew then that it was universal?

Hunt
It had to be in humans....

Al-Khalili
In all living creatures.

Hunt
And actually by then we also knew it went all the way down to humble yeast and all the way up to man, so it was absolutely universal.

Al-Khalili
Seeing this disappearing protein you observed in sea urchins was responsible for cell division in every living thing... that's an incredible idea.

Hunt
Yeah I mean the important thing was - yeah I mean the important thing is that you wouldn't have seen it anywhere else except in sea urchins because it's such a major protein there and they divide so synchronously.  So it was the sort of perfect experimental material actually, unbeknownst to me when I started out.

Al-Khalili
And at the same time Paul Nurse is coming at this problem from a different angle, working on completely different creatures...

Hunt
Completely different king of organisms...

Al-Khalili
...he's working on yeast.

Hunt
Single celled very lowly in the great evolutionary scheme of things organism.

Al-Khalili
And yet it turns out that there ...

Hunt
And it turns out...

Al-Khalili
... was a great - this connection between both of your works.

Hunt
That's right, I mean it turns out that Paul Nurse's protein is an intimate partner of my protein, in fact my protein's necessary to turn Paul's on, that's how it works.  And the destruction of my protein is what turns Paul off.

Al-Khalili
That's an interesting observation - on the proteins not on the...

Hunt
On the proteins.

Al-Khalili
... two scientists involved.

Hunt
Yes and what was extraordinary about that actually was how slow we were to figure this out, I mean there were some really, really smart people working on this and knowing what each other were doing and the truth dawned very, very slowly and in retrospect I can't imagine why - it took us, you know, cyclin was discovered in 1982, not until 1988, so what's that - six years it took to figure things out, that's a long time, it gives you some idea of how slow things can be in experimental science.

Al-Khalili
And I guess once you'd seen this connection between yours and  Paul Nurse's work - I mean I guess that's the reason why you were awarded the Nobel Prize jointly?

Hunt
I think that's really it and one shouldn't forget Lee Hartwell, who was...

Al-Khalili
The third winner.

Hunt
... the third winner and he was really the pioneer - he's the daddy of us all so to speak.

Al-Khalili
So you were awarded the Nobel Prize in 2001, by that point you'd already spent almost 10 years working at Cancer Research.

Hunt
That's right, I moved from Cambridge to CRUK, well what it actually was then called the ICRF, because they offered much better facilities and offered to pay me more and the frogs were on tap, so actually I'm quite proud of the frogs because it took a while to figure how to get them really good.  It turns out that the frogs are really like salmon, as a matter of fact, and you have to feed them right and you have to keep their water clean.  Not rocket science, you might think, but this seemed to have eluded most of the frog keepers up till that time.  And my mum died of cancer and it was a sensible move actually from all possible points of view.

Al-Khalili
And of course scientifically I guess it was a logical move, certainly you could see why they wanted you on board, that's how a cancer tumour grows by cell...

Hunt
Cell division is very fundamental obviously for making the cells that make up a tumour, there's no question about that.  I mean I actually don't - I'm sorry to say - I mean I wish I had sort of helped cure cancer, I don't think I could make any claim to have made any really serious contribution to that whatsoever, which is a pity, no one would be more delighted than I.  I mean put it another way, if I was quite likely to hear that I've got cancer of something tomorrow I would have no more idea about what to do than the man in the street actually.

Al-Khalili
Do you sometimes feel - I don't know, what's the right word - guilty, that the public funds into cancer research and here you are doing your research but it's not directly - you know it's not going to lead to a cure...

Hunt
No I don't think so because every - all the real advances have just come from people following their noses.  I mean put it this way - Richard Nixon, when I was a post-doc in America, declared war on cancer and put enormous funds into it, what did that do?  It meant that when HIV came along the nature and cause of AIDS was extremely rapidly worked out.  Now who would have predicted that working on cancer would have solved the AIDS problem?  I mean just extraordinary.  And so where is his war on cancer?  It's not gone badly but it hasn't gone nearly as fast as other things but you just never know where - biology's very, very complicated and difficult to figure out.

Al-Khalili
Do you though - I mean projecting ahead - think that your work on cell division will eventually lead to some breakthrough in cancer?

Hunt
Well I don't know about that, I think what I would say is that understanding how cell division works is much, much better than not understanding the first thing about it, which is how we were in 1981.  And in 1988 we suddenly had the bones of the system, which was terrific and everybody was very celebratory about it.  But cancer cures?  Mmmm, it's going to take a while.  I mean I've just finished a piece of work, which I'm really rather proud of, with a Japanese post-doc and again we just stumbled across it, again just by seeing some funny behaviour on one of these acrylamide gels.  And it's been tremendous fun working that out.  So I mean it's hard to convey what fantastic fun this is, to be somebody - the first person - who's actually worked something out and to know something that nobody else knows.

Al-Khalili
Well certainly your colleague Andrew Murray agrees with you on that point.  He says most scientists do science first and foremost because they enjoy it.

Murray
I think one of the reasons we get so much more money than people in the arts is because our claim is that we're doing things that are good for the world - we will make you more healthy, we'll reverse global warming or whatnot - and the reality is that when most scientists get up in the morning and stand in the shower and think about I need to get to work quick because I need to do something, it's not primarily for those reasons, it's because I just want to sneak a look up mother nature's skirt and see how much stuff I can see, it's just the thrill of discovery.  And if we are completely honest about that in public we run into trouble because then our governments are like well I thought you were curing cancer.

Al-Khalili
Tim, would you agree that this idea that scientists, especially nowadays, can't afford to be seen to be having too much fun with funding issues for instance?

Hunt
I think there is a bit of a problem like that actually, people are getting a wee bit too serious and it actually comes from the increased amount of funding that they get.  I always felt bad when I got paid too much or had too much money to spend on research actually, that didn't make me feel good because I like to sort of come in under the radar, if you like.  I think the only way I know how to do it is by snuffling around and having fun and preferably having fun with other people actually.  I mean my happiest times have been with one or two close colleagues on the trail of something that we thought was important and sort of knowing that if we just keep going we're going to get there.  I mean of course you take lots of false turns and most of the time you're in a complete fog and you simply don't understand what the hell is going on, I mean that's my experience of it but then every so often, when the fog lifts and you see clearly for the first time, it's the most fantastic thrill you can possibly imagine and you rush forward through the clearing and it's fog the other side again, maybe for another 10 years or something, I mean it's awful.  In fact my first thesis advisor said you know Tim you've got realise this scientific research is sort of manic depressive business and it's mostly depression.

Al-Khalili
But it's not, I mean I do sometimes think that we scientists don't know how lucky we are.

Hunt
Oh I think it's fantastic.

Al-Khalili
We're being paid money from the public purse....

Hunt
I couldn't agree more, I mean...

Al-Khalili
... to pursue our obsessions.

Hunt
Yeah, yeah, yeah absolutely, absolutely.

Al-Khalili
Tim Hunt, thank you very much for letting us peer into your life as a scientist.  I expect you've confounded many people's expectations of The Life Scientific, I get a sense that you're really happiest when you're doing experiments.

Hunt
I just want to find stuff out.

Al-Khalili
Well absolutely, I mean that's what scientific research should be about.

Hunt
That's what it's all about.  Not everybody realises that, you know, I don't think.






